
01. Floor-ceiling door K15 Walnut.
Kenzo Chrome satin handle. 
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01 K12 door with flush finish in Walnut finish. 
Paneled model k12 flush in Walnut finish.
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S A N R A F A E L  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

CONCEALED
HINGES

cms
240

Did you know that our 
hidden standard hinges hold 

weights of up to 80 Kg, which 
makes it possible to 

incorporate them into doors 
of up to 2.40 metres? If you 

need more capacity, contact 
us.

It is also the most demanded 
product as it is the aesthetic 

option in a door, since it 
allows it to be invisible when 

closing the door. 

The repetition of the walnut checkerboard in all the elements, doors, 
walls and wardrobes, convert the furniture into a protagonist in pure line 

design best able to fit into any decorative space. 

DESIGN Functionality Hardness

3 hinges

They hold doors up to

Valid

For DOOR heights

80
Kg

In different 
finishes, plus 

design on your 
door

Opening up to 
180º Adjustable 
Homogeneous

Supports up to 80 Kg.
With three hinges 

according to properties. 
Ask us if you need 

more capacity

K12

1 2 3

wengE

SILK

canela

LINEN

CENIZA

sapellE

Finishes
for every taste
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A built-in wardrobe with the same design as the door coexist 
perfectly in a room.

S A N R A F A E L  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

Better use of space, elegance and sense of order is what 
the built-in wardrobes transmit. A customized 
distribution tailored to your space, avoiding gaps and 
useless corners, which also facilitate cleaning.

02. Folding wardrobe K09 Angora with Clear Inlay

K09 BUILT-IN 
wardrobe
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Expand the possibilities of this 
model with its door glass versions, 
and architrave or with our new 
VT system.

01. Model K09 Angora with Greca
Clear line. Tool handle Satin Chrome. 

03. Ginger paneling with shelves in Angora.



01 External sliding door with visible support, model K41 linen.
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An original design to suits all types of houses. Save 
space while eliminating unnecessary work and avoid 

possible moisture problems inside the wall through our 
external sliding solution with visible guidance.

And all this with the promise of  
contemporary style!

New minimal
K41

S
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G

With sliding doors, it 
gains space with the 
maximum level of 
design, without 
frame or installation 
on site.

Functional and reliable 
Designed hardware 
to support weight and 
movement.

EXTERNAL 
SLIDING SYSTEM 
with all hidden 
hardware.

1 2 3
spacious Functional MINIMAL

The uniform woods are in trend and very 
easy to combine since the absence of grain 
diminishes protagonism and turns each 
piece into the perfect complement to 
close your decoration in any style.

DESIGNER 
WOOD

205
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01.Interior sliding door K28 Stain Orchid.
Satin Chrome Bathroom Handle Kit. paneled L62 Orchid stain. 
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This paneling and doors are a very good solution for small 
spaces. Save space with an internal sliding door, inside the wall, 

without giving up the characteristics of Sanrafael finishes.

K28

Save 1m2

s a n r a f a e l  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S 

I N T E R I O R
S L I D I N G

D O O R    
INTERNAL SLIDING KIT. Enjoy the 
same finishes in the wall cover with your 
sliding kit: door, frame and panel 100% 
integrated

Save space with the 
interior sliding door, 
with frame inside the 
wall. The solution to 

small spaces

Your sliding door 
in a COMPLETE 
KIT, with frame, 
sheet, accessories 

and all the elements 
for its installation

You can combine 
your sliding door with 

walls paneled in the 
same finish, both in 
wood and lacquered

1 2 3
SPACE KIT PANELS

02.Model K28 Orchid stain. Medium handle satin chrome.
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01.Model K18 Rustic stain. Jump Chrome satin handle. 
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Everything you need in doors and panels for hotels

Resistant to fire, acoustic, hermetic, with integrated 

aeration ...

Approved emergency exits Technology applied to the door: 

fingerprint, card ... Customization of doors and paneling 

systems

S A N R A F A E L  S O L U T I O N S

H O T E L S

01. Floor-ceiling door flush with paneling, L80 Walnut with Greca
Clear line. Handle Pyramid in polished brass 02. panel L50 walnut. 
03. Door L80 VE3 Walnut with Clear Greca line.



formaldehydes, toluenes, ethylbenzene or styrene; or in your case, in 
our case, the elimination of anilines, halons or tricoloe-tano ... for this 
reason a person who cares about their health the natural thing is that 
they buy a door made by us, after all the door is not something you 
will change in less than 20 years.

Is environmental care really important in a door?
Sure it is. We are pioneers in environmental care and respect. 
In fact, we do not know of any other company in the sector 
that has measured its carbon footprint. We have done it, and 
our analysis covers the entire product cycle evaluating the 
carbon footprint generated throughout its life. This analysis 
has allowed us to establish an integrated environmental 
action plan in the manufacturing processes that in just three 
years is already showing positive effects.

the first results, in fact 
we have reduced our 
emissions by 21% and 
we continue working 
to lower this even 
more. For you and for 
us. 

Interview

We are pioneers in 
respecting the 
environment
josé maría martín de la leona
Purchase and Product Development Manager 

Jose, what makes a Sanrafael door different from the rest? One 
thing is a door and quite another a place where comfort is 
achieved in each room, and that it combines funtionality with 
emotion. Which is the beginning of our day to day. A door of 
Sanrafael will always offer several different things, we are  
thinking every day how to improve.

But ... what do you do differently when you manufacture the door? 
Regarding the process and from the raw material we offer, you can 
obtain an FSC and PEFC certification of the product, guaranteeing 
that we use a sustainable forest management product, without using 
raw materials from illegal forests, or protected ones, or infringing 
traditional or civil rights of the exploitation areas. Each product is 
made in accordance with ISO 9001, which helps us to 
maintain higher quality standards, and in accordance with the ISO 
14001 Standard, which governs the use and waste of any type of 
resources.

Does the client notice something different?
As usual, there are many small details, the varnish or lacquer, 
the resistance, protection, the comfort in it ... the experience in 
time is clearly different. For example our doors offer A + 
Certification that governs the quality of the air inside a room. 
As time passes there are more diseases of the respiratory system, 
and in interior spaces there is less ventilation being exposed to 
sources of emissions of chemical products in the air emitted 
from materials that are inside the home. It is essential to control 
these emissions of Volatile Organic Compounds 
(VOCs) and to use materials with a minimum content of 
polluting substances.
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L50 L62 L60 L70 L61

+ info P. 172 + info P. 176 + info P. 180 + info P. 182 + info P. 186

Finishes available 
door  10 days pre 
hung door set 15 
days

Oak Steamed Beach Walnut 

Finishes Available
Door  15 days Pre 
hung door set 20 
Days

Wenge Pearl Stain Rustic Stain

Stained
Wood

The stain protects the wood and 
lengthens the life of the door, 
making its colour more stable

Ecological
The Sanrafael stains have 
incredible effects on the 
veneer. In addition to 
protecting and converting 

Pearl Stain

Orchid Stain

 Chocolate stain

Rustic stain

Look for this icon to have a fast service 10

Sanrafael Solutions
Fast delivery time

its tone, which is more stable 
over time, can also enhance its 
texture, as in the case of stain 
with an open grain or, on the 
contrary, unify the vein with a 
more discrete effect.
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Sophisticated lines

Contemporary looks for an evolution of all the classic elements of a door, 
realizing combinations in forms, lines, colors in aluminum, bronze, wood, 

gold or silver for example.

The result is a sophisticated, complete and up-to-date collection that 
gives the prominence that the door deserves.

C O N T E M P O R A R Y
C O L L E C T I O N

M A T E R I A L S  ·  E V O L U T I O N  ·  E L E M E N T S  ·  S O P H I S T I C A T E D
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DESIGN: SANRAFAEL
DOOR RANGE: 19 MODELS / TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS FINISHES: 29 
NATURAL WOODS / 12 WOODS FURNITURE FURNITURE: FOLDING 
CABINETS, SLIDING ROOM, DRESSING ROOMS, DECORATIVE PAPER 
MIRRORS: 54 DESIGNS / 4 FINISHES
HANDLES: 68 MODELS / 8 FINISHES

INTERESTING DETAILS:
Contemporary groups the greatest variety in line designs and groove. There are 4 types of groove: 
with metallic finish (gold, aluminum - silver and bronze), with the groove in natural wood (the 
most demanded), with the simulated wood groove (known as Fantasy) and with the mdf groove 
seen.

RECOMMENDATION:
Choose a metallic line design to get something more exclusive, in wood to achieve a more natural 
product or on the line in Fantasy option "F" to get the best value for money



What role does the handle play in the door?
In addition to a technical role for the opening of the door and 
an important element in the decoration of a home, the handle is 
the harmonious way in which our hand contacts the home.
It is the decorative element that we touch the most, hence the 
importance that we give to quality in all our products.

What evolution is in the handle for the next few years? 
Evolution goes hand in hand with trends. Years ago the market 
demanded very straight lines in steel finishes. Now there is a 
turn towards less aggressive lines with round edges and finishes 
more integrated in the door. In terms of raw material we have 
also evolved, although not much given the nobility and quality of 
brass, but true to our policy of being respectful with the 
environment today we use a more advanced low lead brass. In a 
range of quality products, such as the Sanrafael doors or our 
handles, the consumer increasingly wants products 
manufactured with noble materials such as wood on the door, 
and in the case of handles design, brass ..

How are our handles different from the rest? Quality, design 
and ergonomics. But one of the most important differences that 
will be noticed in the result is passion.
Passion that we have put into the design, in our system of 
stamping, machining and surface treatments of last generation 
that make our products are the best considered at the quality 
level.

How would you define Puertas Sanrafael?
Sanrafael has been and is a national benchmark, possibly the 
highest quality door, and, for some time now, international for 
the wide range and styles of doors, and above all for its quality 
and service both for shipping and after-sales . But for me one of 
the things that personally defines Sanrafael above all is the 
humane treatment both with your team and with your suppliers 
and collaborators. We feel very identified with Sanrafael and for 
all this, we have an important collaboration that goes so far as 
the development of unique products.

Thanks  ; )

Interview

The handle
The detail has the 

ability of changing a 
door

Carlos Torregrosa
The opinion of the expert in handles.

Bell Handle Chrome Shine Brass Clap Handle Brightness Satin Brass Bow Handle
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a door
4  O p t i o n s  o f  d e c o r a t i v e

g r o v e s  f o r  y o u r  d o o r

Type AL

T y p e  F

T y p e  M

T y p e  D

lines on MDF
Available for any design
The contrast between wood and 
MDF is sought. It is the most 
economical option.

NATURAL SOLID WOOD lines

Grooved on natural wood according to the 
model with a V or Omega shape, low relief 
on the surface. With the richness of natural 
wood. Great variety of designs and grooves. 
The most demanded.

FANTASY lines
There is a good quality price relation. Long-
term anti-cracking guarantee. Uniformity of 
tones of groove, wood colour and decorative 
contrasts. Recommended for places with large 
temperature changes.

Aluminum silver, gold 
lines bronze or black
The line in solid aluminum is bright.
Get the contrast or integration of different 
materials and tones.

The doors with designs that combine lines were born at the beginning of the 21st century.
Since then the line has evolved in four different ways: on MDF (D), with decoration (F), with natural solid wood (M) or even 

solid aluminum or bronze (AL). Choose the one you like.

lines in

Manilla Arco Latón Satinado

V omega
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AL8001 It combines aluminum with lacquer, in white, black or another 
colour to obtain a more sophisticated design.

Can you imagine the same atmosphere in  Cinnamon, Silk or 
Linen finish? A whole world of possibilities to create your 

environment.

03

contemporary
Living 

DOORS
INTERGRATED ++ WARDROBE 

MODULAR

PANEL
DESIGN

HINGES
CONCELED

01 Model AL8001 Lacquered Dark. Silver 
aluminum. Paneled AL8001.

03. Dressing room Lacquered in Dark and Dakota. 
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01 Puerta batiente 801A acabado Lacado Negro con línea en 
aluminio. 02 Armario Vestidor acabado Lacado Negro y Lacado 
Argila.

With a simple anchoring system you can vary the

 d r e s s i n g
 

position of drawers and shelves as many times as you 
want, to adapt to your changing habits. Continue your 
wall panels with a rack system dressing, and create a 
wall of extensions that you may want to achieve a total 
integration between the dressing room, the paneled 
wall and the door.

V
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TI
DO

R CREMALLER
A

The rack dressing is modular and 
variable, with interchangeable parts 
in any finish, lacquered, wood or 
stained wood. Very chic

Ideal for small spaces, since 
not including doors does 
not occupy an extra area. 
The dressing rooms can be 
manufactured lacquered o madera.

Modular system

lACQUERD WARDROBES
Intergrated
design

Save space

04. Handle Medium Chrome SatiN
  Magnetic latch finished inStainless steel. 02.Model AL8001 Lacquered in Dark. Silver aluminum inlay.
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AL8051 designSlow

S A N R A F A E L   s l o w  d e s i g n

SUSTAINABLE
Taking into account the impacts 
since its creation and reducing the 
damage to its environment as much 
as possible.

ADAPTABLE
Solution that will continue to evolve 
over time or that can be modified as 
necessary.

ELEGANT
With the search for the simplest 
solutions.

LASTING
Making the solutions safe over time 
by minimizing the need for repairs 
or replacement.

ADAPTED
The creation of specific solutions 
that adapt to each particular 
situation.

IT IS NOT TOXIC
Eliminating contaminating or 
toxic substances and processes.

DEMOCRAT
Keep the process simple and 
good results will follow as 
accessible as possible.

EFFICIENT
Minimizing the losses of time, 
labor, energy and physical 
resources.

One of our proposals Slow Design is AL8051,
a proposal that is a trend and is here to stay. Its characteristics are 
easy and we all want them:

01.Model AL8051 VT Reconstituted Decapé. Silver inlay Double handle Satin Chrome. 



02. Wallpaper Sanrafael model Blurred

01.

Model AL8051 reconstituted Decapé. Aluminum 
encrustation

Silver. Handle Puzzle Chrome Satin. 
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AL8020 in its AL version triumphs for its contrast in aluminum, to 
match any element of the room. African sheet blanket, braided 
objects, earth colors.
Choose a dark shade like Wenge, Coffee or Chocolate stain and 
you'll get an elegant look. Combine with gray tones like silk, linen or 
pearl stain and you will get a very warm light. Combine with 
steamed Beech, reconstituted Decapé or Canela and you will get 
more light in your home.

AL8020

various Models available
D.F.M 
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80
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01.Model AL8020 Wengué. Aluminum

03. Silver Aluminum 
Detail Model AL8020

02. Detail Model AL8020 V1



   Modern
Design

F8020

02 Detail Model F8020 Steamed 
Beech with Steamed Beech line

01.Model F8020 Steamed Beech with steamed Beech line.
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TOUCH WOOD!

AL8027

Customize your design incorporating different aluminum finishes to find a greater contrast 
or discretion in the design. We offer you aluminum with better resistance and tact, matified 
bronze or black aluminum in the lines and a great variety of finishes in handles. We get 
environments in which the mixture of the natural
and the sophisticated are the guideline. Wood and finishes such as ash, linen, silk, canela, 
wenge or stained oak as chocolate or coffee are trendy.

Silver
Greater contrast with rustic. 
Combine the natural with the 
sophisticated.

Bronze
The most elegant You will get 
a touch of glamor in your 
door. 

Gold
With gold aluminum you 
can differentiate yourself 
with your doors.

Get on the podium!

02.Handle Gaya Chrome Shine. 



03. Wallpaper Sanrafael modle Harmony.
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01 .Model AL8027 Rustic stain with Silver Line. 
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01

02

01. Ginger Lacquer with Gold Aluminum inlay.
02. Model AL8019 with Hidden Aluminum Frame, Orchid 
stain
Gold Aluminum Inlay. 03. Model AL8019 
Orquidea stain, Gold Aluminum Inlay.

Luxury
Living

Experience a 5 star life. Sanrafael offers you all the comforts of 
home, supported by the door: the model AL8019 offers you the 

combination of an elegant bronze-colored aluminum and a 
rustic finish achieved with the orchid stain on oak with an open 

grain finish

AL8019

02

04. Wave Handle Polished Brass
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03

Combination of natural and sophisticated materials 

Architraves  in special sizes and if you want, with design 

Acoustic doors, fireproof and hermetic Magnetic latches 

and hidden hinges

All kinds of creative panels that combine or contrast

l u xu ry

Add a lacquered paneling with details in gold, aluminium to 
your door and the result will be an experience at the height of 
all your dreams.

style guide
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8005

line
The 

evolution
of the

Also available in TYPES 
D · F · AL

8005, in its "M" version is possibly the most 
popular choice of ferred by Contemporary. 
Made on four lines, the door is divided into 
five identical spaces, offering a very nice 
geometry suitable for any environment.

02.Dressing room, Oak and Ginger Lacquer. panel L50 in Oak. 03.Handle Cala Chromo Satin.
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4  o p t i o n s
o f  d e c o r a t i v e  g r o o v e s  f o r  y o u r
d o o r

Choose between
Fantasy
Proportions

uniformity 
of groove
tones, veneer
colours and 
decorative
contrasts. 

About MDF
Contrasts between 
wood and MDF 
available 
For any 
design

Natural
 Grooved on natural 
hardwood.

Aluminum 
The aluminum 
line that achieves 
the contrast of 
different 
materials

01.  Model 8005 Oak.
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01

The option with loft on the door offers an integrated design 
next to the panel for this model. The Shadow wallpaper to 
match the rest of the furniture creates a contemporary luxury 
ambience.

G L A S S
 

New collection of SANRAFAEL glasses for this 
year. All glass are tempered safety glass.

s a n r a f a e l  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

D8005

The natural wood texture with open grain will give 
you a sense of natural feeling to the touch and the 
look is increasingly present in the trends of furniture 
and door.

WITH 
DESIGN

Glasses that follow the design, in stained glass 
Traditional or in our VT glazed 
door, from top to bottom of the 
door.

1CONTINUE
THE DESIGN

You can choose from over 20 designs 
of glass for traditional  glass, in 
different styles and finishes.

2MORE
CLASSICS

Also available in TYPES 
AL · F · M

02 Panels of 6 modules 
Chocolate stain



Door
Floor -Ceiling + Wallpaper =

Wallpanel 
Designs

Intergrated 
Design

01. Model D8005 Chocolate stain. Handle Puzzle model.
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DOOR
FLUSH 
WITH WALL

+ 
Paneled

Wall design

SEPARATING = 
BEAMS INTERGRATED

Design

03. Satin Nickel Wave Handle. 

01. Door with flush mounting to paneling
AL8005 Wenge with aluminum inlay.
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Op ‘Art
Optical games that invent decoration. Make integrated lines 
according to the design that you like.

Choose the Silver, Gold, Bronze and Black Aluminum finish.

Make a panel with the same design or simply with the same finish. 
As you can see, it is without a doubt a possibility to create very 
elegant spaces.

GOLD

SILVER

BLACK

OPTIONS FOR EACH CASE

Use the metallic line colour that 
best fits your project, integrating it 
with the finish of the wood or 
making it stand out. If you are looking for 
something more exclusive, bronze is 
a good option. Aluminum and black 
will give you contrast.

AL8005

Also available in various styles
D · F · M

02. Separating columns
creating ambiance, lacquered in  
Dakota.
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02 Wenge finish open dressing room. 
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F8004



i d e a s  S A N R A FA E L

Integration
Use paneling with hidden 
doors that continue the 
design. You will hide the 
door integrating it to the 
maximum with the interior 
design.

Adapt the door to the size of 
each space. For example? 
Under your staircase.

Unify the finish of the door 
and the cabinet. It will give 
more warmth in your home.

ADAPT UNIFIES HIDEN

01.Model F8004 Wenge Silver Line. 
Jump Chrome satin handle.

03 .Panel Wenge. 

04. Silver line detail
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01. Model D8105 In Oak. Handle model Aro Chrome

The Nordic style provides elements such as balance and  relaxation, The 
traditional Scandinavian hygge that could be summarized by enhancing 
the natural brightness with light and neutral colors and quality lighting, 
and enhancing  furniture and objects, but always keeping it very 
welcoming, that can be seen  in this environment.

The D8105 model is undoubtedly a clear example of this simple and 
current style.

D8105
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 D groove in MDF



8105

Choose hardwood 
or mdf groove

01.Model 8105 Rustic stain. 

M-shaped detail in hardwood
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02.Double door 8007 V5, Oak. Oval handle  in Chrome. 03. Wallpaper San-
rafael model Drops.

Nature
mode ON

03

02

All our doors are solid. Manufactured with materials whose origin is 
wood. The veneers we use come from sustainable forests and the 
varnishes and stains are ecological.

8007

Other designs avalable
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Finishes for all tastes

STEAMED 
BEACH

sAPELLE WALNUTCHERRY

01.Model 8007 Oak. Handle model Oval polished Chrome



D8065

02. Wardrobe D8065 Oak. Clean Stainless handle.

03. D groove in MDF.
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